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From the President
John Flint

As I write the weather is wonderful outside after a
little bit of rain, hopefully it all holds up for Easter
which I am glad to say has a good variety of walks.
Since last month we have had the AGM, close to 60
people turned up which would be a record for recent
years. The current committee were all re-nominated
and in the end elected unopposed. Thank you to
everyone for your support.
At the AGM we demonstrated the online integrated
program, you should all have a link to access. Have
a look at the link in the short notice program email
if you missed it. It makes it very easy to see all the
activities coming up in the one place with the ability
to filter on a number of criteria.
There is ~3 users with old computers with Internet
Explorer version 8 that I can see from the logs
cannot access. We are unable to fix that (or at least
it would cost more than buying them new laptops)
so use an alternative device such as a phone if for
some reason you can’t upgrade. No other issues
that I can see, but do keep the feedback coming
through on what you would like to see.
The great tax debate of earlier in the year seems
to fizzle out with only one letter writer (top bloke,
always at club events) turning up at the AGM to hear
from the committee, our resident tax expert Lisa
Sheldon and Honorary Solicitor Richard Brading.
Don Finch maintains an interest and has an article
this month with an update since the expert report
was sent out. Plenty of time to review and the
changes will end up being fairly minor.

In other news, Andrew Vilder has contacted me to
pass on that he has been laid low with some affliction
that will mean that he will not be able to do many
walks this year due to severe fatigue. He would
appreciate members in the mountains popping in
for a visit, and I suggested he might be able to do
some half day walks, and many full day walks in the
area can be bailed early so friends should take note
and send an invite.
On a brighter note, and missed in last month’s
edition is the news that well known bushwalker and
writer Michael Keats was awarded an OAM. SBW
congratulates Michael on his award. It also got me
thinking who in SBW has similar honors? We really
should have a note. Perhaps there is also someone
out there that might be a future nomination.
Lucy Keatinge has successfully been elevated to
a SBW Canyon leader having gone through the
requirements of the canyon leader’s pathway.
There have been a few events co-lead and we can
look forward to many more from Lucy on future
programs.
Elsewhere in this edition the special news from Rich
and Mel.
I am going to call out in this month’s newsletter
Lisa Sheldon for special thanks for all the work she
did in preparing the expert tax report. It makes it
very much easier for the committee when we have
members like Lisa step up and offer help on areas
that require professional qualifications.

New members
The committee approved the following new members at the March meeting:

Gourav Bhaduri
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SBW Mid-Week Walking Activities
Bill Holland

There is an informal gathering of people in SBW who
find the time to enjoy walking, cycling, kayaking
during the quiet times of the week. You are welcome
to join us at any time and if you would like to be
added to our Midweek Activities mailing list please
let me know by contacting Bill Holland 4296 3084 or
by email to billholland@bigpond.com.

This is a mid-week activity but we have extended
the stay to a week (Saturday to Saturday) for a
slightly extra cost. There is no obligation to use the
full seven days. Cutlers Cottage is a three bedroom
fully restored residence and has a fully equipped
kitchen & relaxing verandah with peaceful - views
overlooking Myall Lakes.

Our first mid-week extended activity for the year
was at Myola last month. A total of 16 members
attended. It was a very interesting and enjoyable
five days. We occupied the two houses and were
fortunate to have pleasant weather to participate
in the various activities such as walking swimming,
kayaking and limited bike riding.

The location is ideal for kayaking, swimming
and bushwalking. The cottage has comfortable
accommodation but is limited to a maximum of
6 people. However, excess numbers can use the
camping site nearby.
Yarrangobilly Caves 16th – 20th May

This month we are off to Jenolan Caves Cottages.
Four cottages have now been reserved and we
will have a well-attended and successful stay.
The weather will no doubt be a little cooler in the
mountains but the cottages have the comforts of
home so we will be very comfortable. I will send out
a detailed instruction to those attending later this
week.
Regarding the other coming activities shown below,
I have had very little interest in Yarrangobilly Caves
and need people to tell me they may attend before
I go ahead with this booking. However there has
been a better response for Newnes in June and the
large cabin has been booked and a smaller cabin as
well. Please let me know if you would like to add to
our numbers as I may need to book another cabin.
Here are the activities listed so far for this year but
I would also welcome your suggestions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cottages at Jenolan Caves 14th – 18th March
Cutlers Cottage at Myall Lakes has been booked
23rd - 30th April
Yarrangobilly Caves 16th – 20th May
Cabins in Newnes 20th – 24th June
Illoura at Woy Woy 18th – 22nd July.
Arrawarra headland near Woolgoolga 8th – 12th
August
Erowal Bay in October
Dunns Swamp in November

Cutlers Cottage - Myall Lakes Sat 23rd – Sat
30th April

We will book the East Wing of Caves House. This has
a maximum of eight people and the cost will about
$140 - $150 for the five days. I need to book early
so please let me know if you are interested
“The Yarrangobilly Caves are located in the northern
part of the Kosciuszko National Park, just off the
Snowy Mountains Highway between Tumut and
Cooma. Come and discover Nature’s wonders inside
the Snowy Mountains, While the caves are some of
the most beautiful in Australia, the landscape above
ground is truly awe inspiring and well worth taking
the time for a wander, you never know what you will
come across”.
Cabins at Newnes: 20th -24th June
We have stayed in these cabins a couple of times
before and enjoyed the walks and spectacular
mountain scenery. Our host, Thomas assists in
making our stay very comfortable. Interesting
optional walks each day including a visit to the old
township ruins, Pipeline Pass and the Glow Worm
Tunnel. Or perhaps you just want to relax and enjoy
the views.
Please let me know if you are interested and I will
finalise the booking.
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What are members up to?
From Climbing Knots to Wedding Knots

A Long Journey

Congratulations to club members Melissa Thomas
and Richard Pattison for tying the knot in a location
worthy of a 10 on the Brennan scale but in an event
that was probably a 0.5 on the Grindlay scale (there
was a bit of walking involved); however true to
themselves the happy couple threw some exposure
into the ceremony.

Our fellow club member Alan Silva started a long
journey in Singapore on the morning of Wednesday
24 February during which he will travel to Malaysia,
Indonesia, East Timor, Papua New Guinea to Cape
York and down to Sydney and will end ontop of
Kosciusko. Alan will paddle the 6,200km to Cape
York in his kayak and swap to his old mountainbike
to get to Thredbo from Cape York and will see if
there will be enough snow left to cross country ski
to the top of Australia to end the trip. Alan has set
up a website to track his progress: www.alan-silvaadventures.com

New Conservation Secretary
David Bell
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I have recently become the SBW Conservation
Secretary. For those who don’t know me I have
been a member of SBW since 2004 and continue
to participate in the walks program. I also have
professional experience as an environmental
specialist in government and the private sector and
I am keen to contribute to effective advocacy about
bushwalking issues on behalf of members.

It won’t mean tackling every issue relating to
environmental conservation, but will help to set
priorities for issues relevant to bushwalking.

One of my priorities is to develop a working list
of conservation issues which I can work on in
collaboration with the SBW Committee, members
and other clubs.

Best way to contact me is via conservation@sbw.
org.au

To this end I would welcome any suggestions,
comments or other thoughts from members
about what they see as important issues on the
conservation and bushwalking front.
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An Opinion on the Constitutional Changes as
Proposed by the President and Committee in the
December 2015 Newsletter
Don Finch- 7th February, 2016.

eighty eight years during which time there
have been changes to the Federal and State
Government Acts under which SBW operates.
At one stage Sydney Bush Walkers operated as
a Not-For-Profit with Tax Exempt Statues under
the Charitable Collections Act. This is History and
History is one of the things that the ATO urge
us to look at when considering which Exempt
Entity the organisation falls within. Along with
history, use of funds, activities and constituent
documents must be considered.

Note from the editor: As indicated above, the first
part of this article was written on 7 February 2016.
In the meantime, the club has received the advise
of an expert accountant. Therefore this part of the
article should be read in conjunction with the addon provide below that Don wrote on 15 March.
Not For Profit: The Sydney Bush Walkers has always
been operated as a Not-For-Profit organisation and
has always been accepted as such by the Australian
Tax Office.
•

Proposed addition of the Non-profit clause and
the Dissolution clause: The presence of these
clauses in our ‘Governing Rules’ is required by
the ATO. In the interest of making it obvious to
all I think these clauses should be included in
the constitution. The addition of these clauses
will not change the original nature of our
constitution. The inclusion of these clauses will
allow anybody reading our constitution to see
that we definitely comply with those particular
requirements of a not-for-profit organisation.
The wording should be as per the example of the
Non-profit and Dissolution clauses as provided
by the ATO.

•

Sydney Bush Walkers is Incorporated under
the NSW Associations Incorporated Act 2009.
This Act is currently under Statutory Review
and any recommendations from that review
if adopted and incorporated in the Act, may
require some changes to our constitution. The
recommendations include a Winding up clause.
This is still a work in progress but the NSW
Department of Finance & Services has indicated
that the changes may be gazetted in the later
half of the year after which the constitution
may indeed need changes by the addition of a
Winding up clause. Please note that the wording
of the NSW Department of Finance & Services
Winding up clause may not be the same as the
Australian Government ATO Dissolution clause.

Tax Exempt Status: Sydney Bush Walkers has
always been operated as a ‘Tax Exempt’ Organisation
and has always been accepted as such by the
Australian Tax Office. To be Tax Exempt the Sydney
Bush Walkers must be not-for- profit. Sydney Bush
Walkers Inc is a not-for-profit organisation. The
Sydney Bush Walkers must decide from the ‘Type of
Exempt Entity’ list which Entity type the organisation
falls within.
•

Sydney Bush Walkers has been operating for
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•

On the ‘Type of Exempt Entity’ list there is the
Community Service Organisation and that I
believe is the correct entity for Sydney Bush
Walkers Inc in 2016. I came to that decision
after considering our constituent documents,
activities, use of funds and history’. One not
obvious use of funds is the yearly payment
for the Permissive Occupancy held by the club
since 1977. This PO covers an area to the south
of Coolana it includes a section of cliff line
that is recognised Rock Wallaby habitat. The
cliff line extends from near Kangaroo Valley
township through various properties that are all
declared wildlife refuges and into the Dot Butler
Conservation Reserve to the west of Coolana the
PO closes what would have otherwise been a gap
in the protection of this habitat. The ‘Purpose’
as printed on the PO is ‘Preservation of Native
Trees’. This is a clear case of a Community
Service Organisation in action.

•

The President and Committee have plumbed
for Sporting Organisation from the ‘Type of
Exempt Entity’ list. The Sporting Organisation
entity has two options; animal racing is clearly
not SBW. The other option is Game or Sport.
SBW is not in a Game so let us have a look at
Sport. From the ATO document the word sport is
not defined in the tax law and takes its ordinary
meaning. I have never considered myself to
be playing a sport while bushwalking! The ATO
quotes the Australian Sports Commission which
regards sport as ‘a human activity capable of
achieving a result requiring physical exertion
and/or physical skill that, by it’s nature and
organisation, is competitive and is generally
accepted as a sport’. That is not a definition of
bushwalking, bushwalking is neither competitive
nor a sport. But now comes the rub from the
ATO ‘For income tax exemption purposes,
game or sport extends to: ‘non competitive
activities such as ‘mountaineering’ also listed is
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‘rogaining’ and under sports using equipment;
‘abseiling’. While one is considering the import
of these activities remember that ‘To work out
your organisation’s main purpose, look at its
constituent documents, activities, use of funds
and history’. Activities is only one criterion that
is to be considered but under activities also falls
the other activities that SBW has been involved
with such as conservation.

that the completed self assessment sheet should
be signed off by the committee and filed by SBW
for future reference, ‘DO NOT send or register
the finished sheet with the ATO’. As reported by
the President, the committee could not find any
past filled out sheets and therefore he does not
know what was decided by various committees
since 2007. I applaud the committees efforts to
correct this deficiency, but let us get it right.

Objects: The original objects have been handed
down from the mountain. They should be revered,
respected, protected and understood, they are the
core of what bushwalking and Sydney Bush Walkers
is all about. The original objects should not be
deleted or changed ever. If a bureaucrat at some
time or another forces us to add a new clause then
a note should be added that the addition was forced
by law at the time, any new clause forced on us
should be added after the original clauses.

Coolana: The minimum prerequisite reading
required for anyone contemplating any issues
relating to Coolana is the Coolana Report Second
Edition August 2011. A clearer picture of the legal
and moral responsibility that falls on Sydney Bush
Walkers as owners of this property will start to
become apparent. Further reading is The Era Trust
Deed of 1947 under which the property is held.
There are eleven entries in the list of providers of
the funds to purchase Era. Sydney Bush Walkers
is at the top. What is not shown by the deed is
the fact that some of the funds provided by Sydney
Bush Walkers originally came from the successful
action to save Blue Gum Forest. The Blue Gum
Forest Funds were raised by public subscription in a
campaign promoted by The Sydney Morning Herald.
The people of Sydney contributed to conserve Blue
Gum Forest a penny here a shilling there until
eventually the amount of one hundred pounds
was raised and the timber lease secured. When
the state government eventually bought the lease
back from SBW the repurchase funds were vested
with SBW. Also vested was the moral obligation of
honouring the conservation intentions of all those
unknown Sydney people who donated and that
moral obligation is now ours as members of Sydney
Bush Walkers. The wording of the clause relating to
Coolana should not be changed.

•

The proposal to change the objects to better fit
the sporting entity is not at all required as we
are not a Sporting Club. Nor should we change
our eighty year old objects to fit into any other
entity type. We will ‘fall within one of the types
of entities’ as we are. No matter what entity type
is finally decided on we should not change our
objects to better fit that definition. If after all the
debate it happened that we did end up under the
sporting entity then we would fall under the ATO
proviso ‘For income tax exemption purposes,
game or sport extends to: ‘non competitive
activities such as mountaineering’. The ATO
does not then tell the mountaineering club that
it must changes it’s constitution to be a Sporting
Club it is accepted as is. Sydney Bush Walkers is
a bush walking club not a sporting club and we
should not change our Objects.

•

Previous ATO advice in 1991, which was valid
for that year, advised that SBW was tax exempt
and not for profit as an ‘organisation established
to promote or encourage athletic sports and
athletic games’. There are a couple of things
to note from this; one is that this advice is
perishable, another is that the constitution and
the objects at the time satisfied the ATO. What
is also known is that this advice was specifically
sought as it had been suggested that the
Objects and Constitution needed changing, they
did not need changing. What is not known is
this, was there at the time a category similar
to ‘community service’ or was athletic sport or
game the only option? Remember we were once
a charitable collection organisation with tax
exempt and not for profit status but that option
is no longer on the books.

•
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The tax Act changed, SBW was incorporated
and we now have a different set of government
rules and regulations to follow in 2016. The self
assessment sheet from the ATO is dated as 2007.
On that sheet it states that the status for the
organisation must be considered annually and

I have not formed an opinion on the other
Constitutional Changes to the Membership Renewal
and Committee Terms Limits as the ATO documents
and Incorporation documents have taken up an
inordinate amount of time.
The committee have decided to defer the special
general meeting to allow for further discussion and
consultation with members and for some expert
advise to be sought and considered. With so many
people working with the best interests of Sydney
Bush Walker at heart I am sure all of the relevant
facts will come to light and we will then be able to
make an informed and correct decision.

Don’s Amended View March 2016
Last month I wrote an opinion piece that appears
above. Since then I have had time to further
consider which tax exempt category that SBW falls
into. I now believe that the sporting organisation
category is in fact our only option. Lisa Sheldon
in her excellent advice paper on the subject has
dispelled any lingering doubts about the subject.
Thank you Lisa.
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I believe that the committee now has enough
advice and information to fill out the mandatory
self assessment sheet and to opt for the sporting
category. As mention by the President there are
now no changes contemplated to the constitution
relating to the filling out of the self assessment
sheet. No changes to the Coolana clauses or the
objects are contemplated.
There is still the subject of the additions to the

constitution of winding up and dissolution clauses.
Once again Lisa’s advice spells out clearly what is to
be done. Wait until the NSW government finalises
the changes to the Association Incorporation Act
and then add to the constitution the necessary
clauses to satisfy both the Act and the ATO. I
presume that for convenience sake these additions
to the constitution will be done at the time of the
AGM in 2017.

SBW 2015 Walk Distribution
Richard Pattison

The Activities Secretaries will be publishing the
official 2015 statistics soon. Based on walk reports
submitted up to 26 Jan 2016, there was a significant
increase of activities in 2015, up 20% from 2014
(431 vs 359).

this and are always looking for ways to encourage
more members to progress to leader roles.

The average difficulty of walks in 2015 was 4.1/10,
down 3% from the 4.2/10 in 2014. The key
differences being less 7/10 walks and more 2/10
walks (S111=0; X333E=10).

Steve Dolphin’s perfect 10 of 2014 was not matched
in 2015. Alex Allchin participated in the 2 hardest
walks of 2015: Caves to the Coxs (Jenolan River)
and Navshield. Also worth noting, Rod Wales led
the hardest SBW canyon trip in more than a decade
with Danae Brook.

The reduction in 7’s was basically due to to Alan
Carpenter and Andrew Vilder achieving their
2014 goals and relaxing in 2015. That’s fine,
congratulations to Alan and Andrew and thank you
for devoting your time in 2014 to leading walks.
However, this clearly illustrates the reliance the club
has on volunteers, and a small number of volunteers
– without Alan and Andrew leading 7’s, the number
of endurance walks halved. The committee realise
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On a similar theme, the increase in 2’s is entirely
driven by Genevieve Savill’s Thursday night walks.

Even though the walks on offer were slightly easier
on average (4.1 vs 4.2), participation was actually
level, with the average member choosing 3.8/10
in both years. There are more members on easier
walks, that’s the reason the average participation
difficulty is lower than the average walk difficulty
i.e. weighted average.
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Summer Series Update
Vivien de Rémy de Courcelles

The Pattison’s cup awarded to the SBW member
having the best results at the Sydney Summer Series
of urban orienteering events has been claimed by
Nicole Mealing and Laurent Billot. Although she had
already won it, Nicole showed her dedication to the
cup on a Saturday when considering going for a
run in the 28 degree heat of Mt Wilson after having
conquered Waterfall of Moss canyon.
The most improved pubs of the series come to the
City View in Gladesville and Greengate Hotel in
Killara... but don’t order the steack there if you are
in a hurry.
Why not join us for one of the last events of the
season:
23 March: Weil Park, Woolwich Road, Hunters Hill
31 March: Lane Cove Country Club, off River
Road, Lane Cove.
We hope to see you there.
For mote details and to spot familiar names check
http://www.sydneysummerseries.com.au.
For those wanting a taste of rogaining in a relatively
safe urban environment, the 3 hour Minigaine will
be held on Sunday 3 April. It is open to solo or team
entries. More details and registration at the NSWRA
website.

Social Program
Wed 20 Apr - Morocco and a traverse of the High Atlas Mountains. Kenn Clacher will talk about
Morocco and a traverse of the High Atlas Mountains in May and June 2015 with a group of SBW members.
Their trek included deep gorges, high rocky plains, fertile valleys watered by an ancient network of
aqueducts, picturesque remote Berber villages, Kasbahs and Mts M’Goun and Toubkal, at 4067m and
4167m the highest mountains in North Africa.
Wed 18 May - The Dales Way in Yorkshire England and The Three Capes Walk in Tasmania,
Both are walks which Richard has completed within the past few months.

If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio and Jan Spencer: social@sbw.org.au
All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm.
The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.
Social Evenings are preceded by a pre meeting dinner at the Mad Italian, a cheap and cheerful Italian
restaurant just around the corner at 5A Broughton St, where club members congregate from 6.30pm on.
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SBW Magazine Project – Update
Richard Pattison

The project to digitise all of SBW’s historical
magazines is gaining momentum thanks to the GG/
JK effect. One quarter of the historic catalogue is
now fully online.

trend line below. If you can to contribute to the cause,
please read more here: http://sbw.ozultimate.com/
wiki/.Anyone can help, read more here: http://sbw.
ozultimate.com/wiki/.

The marked upturn in fortunes began in late Nov
2015, what was the catalyst? Was it the personal
email plea from Tom Brennan? Was it the dejected
user article in the Nov magazine? No, it was the GG/
JK effect.
For a reason unbeknown to this author, Geoff
Goodyer and John Kennett simultaneously felt the
calling, the need to save and protect, a desire to
give oneself to a noble cause - the history of SBW.
Geoff & John have edited 88 magazines in 3 months,
incredible. Well done.
The GG/JK effect is obvious in the project progress

March 2016 Crossword
Richard Pattison

A test of SBW knowledge, answer the clues to reveal
a special SBW tradition in the highlighted boxes.
Answers will appear next month.

7) The greatest SBW Magazine Editor in history,
publishing 60 magazines over 5 full years, Bill ____.
(7)
February Crossword Answers:
T
K

1) The largest investment contributor (£1,557 of the
£4,060) to the 1969 purchase of Coolana. (5,3,5)
2) The trait of the club that the “SBW President’s
Bone” symbolises. (8)
3) The SBW “spin-off” club formed in 1939 & still
going strong, founded to cater for walkers that
prefer single day walks. (3,4,4)
4) The current and 52nd SBW President. (4,5)
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5) The SBW member that attended the most number
of activities (trips not days) in 2015, averaging one
per week. (9,6)
6) The annual August SBW endurance event founded
in the 1980’s by Jan Mohandas, to be completed in
a day. (3,4,5)
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Cooleman Plain Circuit
John Flint
Day 1

We met at the Mt Ginini carpark on the Mt Franklin
Rd at midday. We were a group of 8 with Leigh
McClintock as the leader. The Mt Franklin fire trail
is one of those hard endless firetrails that goes on
and on. Fortunately it passes though some lovely
sub alpine scenery with views to many of the major
peaks and valleys in Namadgi and beyond. We had
lunch at Priors hut in the saddle between LIttle
Ginini and Mt Gingera. I suggested if we had time
to go up Mt Gingera, the second highest peak in
ACT with views right to Canberra and to the Snowy
mountains. Leigh & Misako, decided to miss out
on the 200m climb but the rest of us dropped our
packs and made the trip up. Then it was back to the
fire trail. Leigh having tired of the fire trail decided
to head off track up to Rolling Grounds Gap. The
intention was to go across the ridge and camp at
Leura Gap. The going was really tough with very
thick Namadgi scrub. When we reached Rolling
Grounds Gap, Leigh decided that was enough for
the day and we would make camp. Some of us
were relieved to camp early especially Patsy, our
brand new Prospective on her first club walk. As is
common for newbies she had an enormous pack. Oh
well lesson learnt but most learn this on a overnight
walk not a 4 dayer!

It was then off to
Pockets Hut which
had recently been
renovated.
After
Pockets Hut we
joined the AAWT.
It is a hard firetrail
all the way to Blue
Waterholes. There
is
public
camp
site
which
was
busy with the long
weekend tourists.
We decided to go
down Clarkes Gorge
on Cave Ck to find a
campsite. We found
a nice place off the
track about 2km
down.

Some of the party needed water so went off for the
hunt. Bill, Glenn & I set up camp, got a fire going
and were halfway through happy hour when the
water gatherers returned.

The
original
route was to go
over Mt Jackson to the Goodradigbee. This would
mean retracing our steps back to the Waterholes.
Sometimes when leading a group you need to take
into consideration the concerns of group members.
On this trip Glenn was concerned about bashing
through the scrub in the heat to get over Mt
Jackson. Misako thought the water in Cave ck might
be suspect as it was downstream of the tourists.
She was not happy of the thought at having to take
water from there for the whole day. Patsy was a little
tired having the heavy pack. The thought of having
to retrace our steps back to the waterholes would
be a bit soul destroying. After looking at the map, I
decided an alternative route would be down Cave ck
and then down along the banks of the Goodradigbee
River to the planned camp at Dunns Flat. This little
bit of genius inspiration had nothing to do with the
fact that myself and Bill were carrying fishing rods.

Day 2

Day3

In the morning Michael had come down with the flu
and decided he should not go on. Leigh as leader
took on the responsibility to ensure he returned
safely to the cars and handed on the leaders role
to myself.

After letting the group know the alternative route,
though only 10km, would be a least as tough as
going over Mt Jackson with much of the walk to be
in the river we all happily set off pleased with our
new route. There is a waterfall at the end of Clarkes
Gorge. Wilkinsons Gorge looks like it might have
more waterfalls and impassible sections without
ropes. We took the ridge to the south and were
surprised to find a track on the spur down to the

The ridge was scrubby though not as bad as the
slope up from the road. It took us 2.5 hours to
get the 2.5 km to Leura Gap. If all the group were
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experienced with off track this time would have been
shorter but it was still tough. From Leura Gap there
is a soft firetrail. We had lunch on the Goodradigbee
River. Bill tried his hand at fishing. The stream is
quite small here so
I did not bother.
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was not too bad. There did not seem to be any
possibility to camp as the scrub and blackberries
were too thick. There was obviously a lot of rain
upstream as the water had become turbid Certainly
the risk of flood crossed my mind. We found the
start of the track up Harrys Spur at the junction of
a creek. There was a small cleared camp there. We
had arrived in the late afternoon with time to spare.
Fortunately the rain missed us till after dinner. It
was only light and we came out of the tents for
more fireside chat.
Day 4
Goodradigbee junction. At the junction we met
up with two strapping fellows that had camped to
fish. We asked them about the route down river to
Dunns Flat and Harrys Spur. They had done the trip
several years prior but coming the other way. They
said it was pretty tough with the scrub thick and
blackberries everywhere. I asked if we could get to
Dunns Flat to camp that night and they were a little
doubtful as they had taken two days. We set off a
little dispirited but I had noticed they had tons of
gear so they might not be so fit and fast as they
looked. Walking along and in the river was delightful.
There are gorge sections, waterfalls and rapids. The
banks are indeed very hard going with thick scrub.
We spent a lot of time in the river. It was slow going.
David lead the way and Bill was happy with the pace
allowing him to put a line in at every opportunity.
Misako was training for a future Willis trip and does
not do many of these types of trips soldiered on
despite the conditions. Patsy had never been off
track before. This was really hard with her huge
pack. I think myself and some of the experienced
party thought we should offer to take her load but
kept quiet lest she agree. What a trouper, with a
great attitude to boot. I hope she has not been too
scarred and progresses to full membership. I had
asked Glenn to go tail, and he was very good at that
with encouraging words to the others. Mid afternoon
there was a huge thunderstorm in the area. I was
still worried about making camp but the progress
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Despite no more rain the river had risen throughout
the night. It would not be safe to cross had we been
over the other side.
Harrys Spur is shown as a firetrail on the map. These
days it is barely followable except for a footpad
underneath the overgrown track. Again tough going
having to push away the scrub and to re-find the
track after every fallen tree. After 800m of climb
and about 8 km we arrived at the cars 5 1/2 hours
later. Great trip and good spirited group to do it
with. Well done Patsy on passing her Q walk.
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Canyons in the Northern Wollemi
23-26 Jan 16: Rod Wales

There are many canyons in the Blue Mountains,
probably. Most of these are written up in Jamieson’s
guidebook “Canyons Near Sydney” with detailed
descriptions of the approaches, ropes required,
etc. There is also a great deal of other information
available online, including Tom Brennan’s excellent
website, Richard Pattison’s extensive Youtube
library, etc.
All this information is great for people new to
canyoning, but a huge number of trips degenerate
to a type of canyoning by numbers.
Thankfully, the circulation of information on other
canyons is restricted, leaving their exploration a
much more challenging and rewarding experience.
The northern Wollemi seems to have hundreds
of these. For this trip, several SBW members
volunteered some basic details, the few pointers
helped make this a fantastic trip; thank you all.
I was really looking forward to this trip, but very
concerned about the weather forecast – high
probability of 1-5mm, or 5-10mm of rain for
several of the days. At 4:30 on the afternoon we
were leaving, I got a text “ … rain .. do you think
we should postpone … “. It was bucketing down
in Seven Hills, phone calls over the previous 20”
indicated it was bucketing down in Maitland and in
the Blue Mountains. Half an hour of indecision and
panic, but we decided we should give it a go, what’s
the worst that could happen – a long drive, get very
wet camping the night and bailout with a long drive
home.
The party: Neil Soutar, Sue Bucknell, Ed and Jo
Squires and me. The rain hadn’t put anybody off.
It rained for most of the 4 hour road trip, but
stopped before setting up camp. As it turned out we
only had a few spots of rain a couple of times and a
shower while everyone slept on the Monday night.
The code for the locked gate worked so we drove
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5.5km into the locked NPWS gate., a 4.5km walk
got us to the first night’s camp - a nice saddle with
water a short stroll away.
At 11:30 we headed off to go down the first canyon,
I can’t mention names, let’s call it Mystery Canyon
1 (MC1). An excellent 2.5 hour trip down a very nice
canyon that I’ve never heard anyone mention. It
was a very impressive start to the weekend.
After a short break we headed up MC2 back to the
campsite. This is one of the canyons in the area
that is most often mentioned. By far the longest

canyon constriction I have ever seen – much of it
shoulder width. Surprisingly there are no big drops
so it is possible to reverse the canyon, but there are
quite a few scrambles that are challenging and fun
to negotiate. Another 2.5 hour trip (unfortunately
no photos).
Sunday we packed up camp walked another 2km
down the fire trail, then took an hour to do 1.3km off
track around to the top of the MC3. The top section
was the worst scrubby section for the weekend,
about 45 minutes. A 5m drop without an anchor
point caused a retreat, a daring scramble by Sue
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up 5m with others following her up by prussiking
(those prussik loops do come in handy), then a little
abseil from a solid anchor. It took about an hour to
go 10m.
The full packs and all the obstacles made it slow
going down MC3
We found a nice camp at 2:30, but the 6.5 hours with
full packs, scrub and obstacles had taken their toll.
We were discussing doing MC6 in the afternoon, but
MC6 looked like it could take a while, and motivation
was flagging. We had a quiet afternoon in camp,
Neil doing a reccie for MC6.
On Monday we were off at 8, leaving camp set up so
the packs were light. Going up MC4 was supposed
to be just a means of getting to MC5, but this 2 hour
trip was a very enjoyable canyon with a number of
little scramble ups and very pleasant creek walking
and several short constriction sections. Very nice.

people need to inch forward after you have breathed
out. That didn’t work for me, I was stuck so I backed
up. A few minutes observation and discussion – it
is wider at the bottom, so I approached it lying on
my side, head just out of the water, keeping to the
bottom foot or so. No worries.
After lunch back at camp we did MC6 – a 2 hour
negotiation of the pass back onto the top to the east
and then a walk through (mostly) reasonably open
scrub. Another nice canyon.
Tuesday we exited up MC 7, a very pretty canyon
which is ideal as an exit route (apart from the one
hairy climb up where we used harness and ropes
and had all sorts of improvised rope techniques
happening).
It was a great trip enjoyed by all, but it was just a
sampler – it’ll take several more trips to explore. I
can’t wait.

A 300m walk across
open bush took us to
the start of MC 5, a
‘popular’ canyons with
a deserved reputation
of being very squeezy.
It may have only
taken 2.5 hours, but
surely this is a trip I’ll
remember for many
years. Stunning. The
whole trip was very
enjoyable,
but
the
section that makes it
remarkable is only 5m
long and very narrow.
Packs
off,
helmets
off and heads turned
sideways. They say tall
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The South Coast Track of Tasmania
28 Dec-2 Jan: David Angell

The programme listing said, “The weather could
be extreme, the mud could be ridiculous”. In
fact, the weather was extremely pleasant: only a
couple of hours of drizzle
in the six days, the rest
evenly divided between
overcast and beautifully
sunny. For the south coast
of Tasmania, that’s got
to be close to a record.
The mud, however, was
indeed ridiculous. If you
Google the track and
click on “images” you will
see mud, mud and more
mud... there’s a reason for
that... seriously though,
the Tasmanian Parks and
Wildlife
Service
have
constructed considerable
stretches of boardwalk
in the last few years, and the mud that we had to
slosh through (or round, or sometimes into) was
restricted to two major sections.

buttongrass plains to the glorious flat beach of Cox
Bight. There was a little difficulty in finding suitable
tent sites, since we had to share the place with 2030 other walkers, a pattern that was to be repeated
throughout the trip. But the beachside location
and the marvellous evening light made up for the
somewhat crowded conditions.

The standard way to do the south coast walk is to
fly in by light plane to Melaleuca, near the southwestern tip of Tasmania, and walk out eastwards
along the coast. At the airport we had a crack at
another record by losing 50% of the party before
even starting... actually it was the plane company
who lost them, missing two of us from the passenger
lists despite their having checked in well in advance.
Fortunately all was eventually sorted. With a large
amount of cloud shrouding the south west, the flight
to Melaleuca was thrilling, featuring close views of
the southern face of Federation Peak, as the summit
disappeared into the cloud.

And the sun continued for day 3 as we tackled the
Ironbounds. This 900m range, the largest climb
of the whole track, begins not far from the camp
site and goes up, and up, and up. Being lucky
enough to have fine weather,
we were able to stop whenever
necessary on the excuse of
turning around to admire the
stupendous views over the
Louisa Plains, along the coast
and out to the offshore islands.
On the northern skyline the
distant silhouette of Federation
and the Western Arthurs was
frequently seen. There was also
an abundance of wildflowers,
including
Christmas
bells,
boronia and the spectacular
Tasmanian purplestar. Lunch
was taken on the top of the range, with views in all
directions. The afternoon was occupied by the first
seriously tough section of the walk. The descent of
the eastern side of the Ironbounds consists largely

A large number of flight bookings, and the delay
caused by the “missing passengers” mix-up meant
that the four of us (David, Suzanne, Greg and
Charles) couldn’t start walking from Melaleuca
until after 3:30pm. However the walk to the first
camp site at Point Eric is only 3-4 hours, and in
the southern Tasmanian summer it doesn’t get
dark until well after 9pm, so this wasn’t a problem.
The afternoon’s walk leads across the first of many
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The second day started beneath a thickly overcast
sky with a walk of some 3km further along the
beach of Cox Bight. Rounding Black Cliff at close to
high tide was a little tricky, but some carefully timed
jumps between the waves got us through without
wet feet... if only that had lasted the whole trip...
The track leaves the beach and heads over gently
rising plains with a relatively minor hint of the mud
to come, eventually climbing over the Red Point
Hills and across the extensive Louisa Plains (wet,
but well boardwalked) to the camp at Louisa River.
The day’s walk involves three creeks which have to
be waded - no avoiding wet feet here. Fortunately,
however, the morning clouds which had led us to
fear a pretty miserable trip had cleared away to a
more or less sunny evening.
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of a narrow, muddy foot track which spends much
of its length twisting around or over boulders and
tree roots. It’s considerably harder than the ascent
on the other side. After a couple of hours of this
we were glad to make camp in the vicinity of Little
Deadman’s Bay. A site a little away from the main
camping area offered a bit of respite from the
crowds, as well as yet more magnificent evening
and morning views along the coast.

The light cloud which began day 4 soon diminished
to leave a largely sunny day. Much of the morning
was occupied with easy walking along the firm, flat
sands of Turua Beach and Prion Beach, with the
rocky Pindars Peak and the massive Precipitous
Bluff rising before us.
At New River Lagoon
it’s necessary to take a
rowboat across the deep
channel. Three crossings
are required in order to
leave a boat on each side,
and Greg was the one to
demonstrate his expertise
at the oars by making all
three trips. An earlyish
start to the day paid off as
we saw groups behind us
queueing up, with possibly
a long wait for their turn at the boats. The afternoon
involved a rope-assisted scramble down a steep
sandy slope, a wade along the shore of the lagoon
and a traverse of more buttongrass before reaching
Surprise Bay. The beach is dotted with weird-looking
boulders and features wonderful vistas of the ocean
between the two capes which protect the bay. A
campsite is provided among the trees above the
eastern end of the bay. The day being New Year’s
Eve, we celebrated with extra munchies and toasted
the year with Grand Marnier filled chocolate. The old
year disappeared into a mesmerising and lengthy
sunset that lit up the sky, waves and tidal flats, as
well as the capes for many kilometres down the
coast, in patterns of orange, purple, yellow and
crimson.

The tracks, though frustrating, are easy enough
to follow both going up and going down the other
side; however a good deal of care has to be taken
in traversing the relatively flat top of the range. In
trying to avoid the deep, wet mud, previous parties
have created a whole network of alternative paths
which we soon began to refer to as “The Maze”.
The problem is that the alternative paths end up
diverging a long way from the correct route, and it
can be difficult to get back to that route if you ever
leave it. For this reason it is essential to keep to
the true path no matter how unpleasant it becomes
(Remember this if you are going to do the walk:
it’s not mentioned in Chapman’s otherwise excellent
book). The descent eventually leads to a much drier
and more attractive section and eventually to the
last camp site at South Cape Rivulet.
After breakfasting in a light drizzle (the only actual
rain of the whole trip, and even then only lasting for
an hour or so) and watching a family of pademelons
trying to supplement their diet at our expense,
we began the last day’s easy 3-4 hour walk. More
beaches; the occasional short climb rewarded by
further views back along the coast; plentiful flora.
The route leaves the coast for the last time at a fine
view of South East Cape, Tasmania’s most southerly
point. An easy and mostly flat path leads to the
trackhead at Cockle Creek, where a bus had been
booked to take us back to
Hobart.
The South Coast Track is
clearly one of the world’s
great coastal walks. It is
probably the easiest trip in
the south west, but this is
of course a relative term,
and the walk should not be
underestimated - there are
a couple of big climbs, and
the track conditions can be
exhausting. While on the
track, we heard that a member of one party had
to be helicoptered out with knee problems; another
walker became hopelessly lost in “The Maze” and
had to set off their PLB to get extricated.
But for us it was a terrific walk: weather as good
as can be expected; attractive if slightly crowded
campsites (there are alternatives if you just can’t
stand crowds); a wonderful sunset for New Year’s;
constant magnificent displays of wildflowers and
amazing coastal scenery. Let’s not mention the mud.

New Year’s Day did not maintain the preceding fine
weather conditions. Though there was little if any
actual rain, the clouds lay low all day upon the South
Cape Range. This is the second and last major climb
of the walk and is far muddier than any other part.
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Walks and Activities Report
Emmanuelle Convert
Leaders: After the activity, please fill in the google form on the SBW website here. Email your photos to
editor@sbw.org.au
Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your report to be published as an
article, email the report and any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au.

17 Jan 2016

Illawarra Coastline

kiama

This was a joint walk with NPA. The day was quite hot and there was many
people on this track. We walked from south to north so as to cross Werrilagoon
at low tide but we found it was low in any case and the entrance quite dry and
sandy. It was a late start which meant to had a late lunch in Kiama without
much time to explore the fascinating Bombo quarry. There is a distinct lack of
shade on this walk which while not blocking the continuous coastal views does
make for a hot walk in summer

Roger Treagus
John Robb
Paul Irwin
Gisela Schumacher
Patricia Huang
Jan McLean
Visitors
Suk Kwan Ha (NPA)
Cathy Zenkis (NPA)

22 - 27 Jan 2016

Coolana Bush Care

Bundanoon

A lovely six days at Coolana with some bush care some work and lots fun. The
visitors include eight young children who had a ball and saw some wombats
and wallabys. A determined effort by a team saw a large patch of noogroo burr
on the eastern flat eradicated along with other weeds. David cleared some
weeds with the brush cutter and Bruno kept going at pulling weeds on the
camping flat. The security poles were attended to and the water tanks filled.
There was some very heavy rain on some days but the camp stayed dry and
cheerful.

Don Finch
Rosie Kerrigan
Rick Angel
Spiro
Bruno De Villenoisy
George Bertrand
Francis Bertrand
George Grey
Helen Grey
P Member
David Brignall
Visitors
Siobhan OBrien
Jim OBrien
Aurnia OBrien
Caoimhe OBrien
Olivia Cooper
Simon Cooper
Leo Cooper
Seb Cooper
Roy Christopher
Melinda Barwell
Rob Barwell
James Barwell
Edward Barwell

23 - 26 Jan 2016
Excellent trip.
See report above.
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Coorongooba canyons

Wollemi NP

Rod Wales
Neil Soutar
Sue Bucknell
Ed Squires
Jo Squires
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24 Jan 2016

Closet Canyon

Gardens of Stone NP

Terry Moss

Overcast morning with light overnight rain kept everything damp. The track
to the canyon is now somewhat overgrown which kept everyone focussed
on finding the route. After a few wrong turns we arrived at the canyon entry
and geared up for 8 or 9 abseils ranging from 3 metres to 40 metres with all
sorts of starts and some vey slippery walls. A great group travelled well and
we reached Rocky Creek for a late lunch. After lunch we completed the ascent
out of Rocky Creek and retraced our steps back to the cars. A very enjoyable
day out.

Peter Love
Grace Love
Jodie Dixon
Jenny Stephens
Darryl Sullings

25 Jan 2016

Terry Moss

Galah Canyon

Gardens of Stone NP

Jodie Dixon
Jenny Stephens

Weather a bit wet but reasonable to complete walk.
Walk abandoned due to lack of participants.
Remaining group completed the Glow worm Tunnel circuit walk.
26 Jan 2016

Hole-in-the-Wall Canyon

Gardens of Stone NP

Light rain through night but only overcast in morning, walk was secure and
very possible
Walk abandoned due to lack of participants
30 Jan 2016

Blackheath

Blue Mountains NP

Everyone walked well and enjoyed the day. It was hot and steamy and we all
made it back to Govetts, just before the storm arrived.

Terry Moss
Jodie Dixon
Rosemary McDonald
Mike Arnott
Angela Barton
Chris Dowling
Angela Beveridge
Mike Barton
Margaret Rozea
Tim Yewdell
P Member
Erin Harris

31 Jan 2016

Whungee Wheengee Canyon

Wollemi NP

Started the walk but found the water level higher then expected on the Wollangambe River. Although the water level was falling I considered the canyon
also had possible issues, so we retreated back and completed Serendipity canyon (grade 3) instead. Great canyon as a alternative. 6 abseils at a moderate
pace due to the experienced group, exited early and headed for Tutti Frutti for
afternoon tea. Everyone enjoyed the leisurely pace and good company

Terry Moss
Stephen Dolphin
Jenny Stephens
Melinda Turner
Peter Marshall

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found
by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record
www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past!
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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2 Feb 2016
Valley Regional park

Cowan to Berowra

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP, Berowra

Another cracker of a day following the spell of inclement weather and often
violent storms over the past few weeks.
Feedback from the recent Membership Survey (a big pat on the back to the
Committee for their initiative in engaging and seeking feedback) indicated
that there were a number of members seeking to join mid-week walks of an
easy-medium grading. In discussion with President John Flint it was agreed
to initiate a trial of mid-week walks to test whether the survey feedback was
valid or just talk – the initial result and support was encouraging.

Robert Carter
Gordon Jagger
Anthea Michaelis
Anna Wells
Don Andrews
John Kennett
Kylie Carter
P Member
Bruce Worthington

A number of the group had not previously walked this section of the Great
North Walk and were surprised by the wonderful bushland so close to civilisation and also the challenges presented throughout this short section including the decent sized Red Bellied Blacksnake that prompted a surprised John
Kennett to exclaim – ‘What am I doing out in front!’. There was plenty of opportunity to discuss mid-week walk possibilities and hopefully establish a semi
regular core group on which we can build.
Overall a great day out with a very engaged and enthusiastic group of walkers. I very much enjoyed the conversation on light-weight walking from one
of the masters - Don Andrews – as I do struggle to get my pack weight down!
5 Feb 2016

Meryla Pass

Morton NP

John Kennett

A rip-roaring mountain bike ride. Nice conditions with occasional light showers. Grand lookouts, pleasant forest riding to Meryla Pass, quick 500 metre
non-technical descent, wade across the Creek, huff and puff climbing around
the side of Mount Moolattoo, then freewheeling ride into Kangaroo Valley. 4
hours, about 35 kms. A great trip.

David Carmichael
Bruce Worthington

6 Feb 2016

Robert Carter

Wondabyne to Woy Woy

Brisbane Water NP

There was a bit of everything planned in this walk – partially exploratory for
the leader, locating four trigs, off-track, distance and a few minor ups and
downs – however we did get a bit more than we bargained for! Once again we
had good weather with a few light sprinkles around midday however the warm
muggy conditions weren’t all that conducive for the challenging off-track section around Mt Kariong.
The off-track section commencing from the base of Leochares Peak along Kariong Ridge to Mt Kariong and Kariong Trig was challenging with rough terrain
and thick undergrowth that dictated cautious progress. Once at the summit
of Mt Kariong and following a group discussion we decided not to return along
the same route however to head directly north avoiding the rifle range and
intersect the GNW spur track near GR 386977 as this appeared an easier route
– it was however very thick scrub throughout a minor creek system near our
intersection point. This being said we located a very nice moss covered waterfall at GR388974 where we also replenished water supplies.

David Angell
Anthea Michaelis
Tim Yewdall
Brian Tomney
Geoff Goodyer
Margaret Rozea
Virginia Waller
P Members
Anwar Aziz
Mark Wigley
Alexa Bullen
Suzanne Gapps

Another challenge was a track marked on the topo map running between
GR394984 and GR404986 which was overgrown and flooded resulting in very
slow progress.
Plenty of leeches and three snakes were encountered on the day including a
cantankerous 1m Brown that had two swipes at the leader however luckily
missed both times – certainly got the heart rate up very quickly and gaiters
on!
A long and challenging day followed by a few beverages at the Bayview Hotel
to recount our adventure, scowl at the leader and compare wounds!
Congratulations to Suzanne Gapps, Mark Wigley, Alexa Bullen and Anwar Aziz
on completing their Q-walk – each were very impressive and did very well
throughout the walk.
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6 Feb 2016

Hornsby to Crosslands Return

Berowra Valley NP

Frances Bottrell

Another very warm day out walking. It is quite easy to forget how many ups
and downs there is on this track and great to have Crosslands inbetween to
remove the many leeches collected on the way!

John Flint
Nicola Piper
Tracey Avolio
Matgot Bull
Cathy Hui
Jim Collier
Carley Finn

6 - 7 Feb 2016

Vivien de Remy de
Courcelles

Erskine Creek overnighter

Blue Mountains NP

What was not so good:
• Delay on the road to start of walk; 50 minutes to do 4 km.
• Rain.
• The lack of company which we only learnt when arriving to meeting place...
in the rain.
• Forgetting my sleeping bag at home.

Emmanuelle Convert
Visitor
Justine de Remy de
Courcelles

What was good:
• Nice lookouts in the moody weather.
• Afternoon tea in a cafe.
• Deciding not to camp and go home and therefore not missing my sleeping
bag.
Should be better next weekend.
Wollemi NP

Neil Soutar

Saturday being like a Scottish summer's day the 4 of us decided to do the
shorter but drier and perhaps aptly named Four Dope canyon and to leave
the longer wetter Nosedive for Sunday. We camped on Warratah Ridge near
the Hole in the Wall exit track which proved to be quite sufficient. A splendid
fire kept the rain away. Snakes seen - 3 (2 pythons, 1 brown). Snakes danced
above - 1. Trousers soiled - 1.

Sue Bucknell
Ed Squires
Jo Squires

8 Feb 2016

Yuri Bolotin

6 - 7 Feb 2016 Nosedive and Four Dope Canyons

Deanes Creek Exploration

Wollemi NP

Dave Harter
10 Feb 2016

Springwood Circuit

Blue Mountains NP

Headed off at start of track at 9.00am. Lovely shaded walk to Perch Ponds for
Moring Tea. The climb up to Martins Lookout was very warm and humid but
well worth the lunch spot once there.
A wonderful refreshing swim at the bottom of Matins Lookout (Martins Beach)
Those that didn't swim dangled their feet in and cooled off that way - with all
the recent rain the water was lovely and clean.
Quick break at Perch Ponds before the walk out via Magdala Falls - which also
looked lovely with lots of water and the sun shiny picturesquely on the pool.
Back to top and coffee shop by 3.30am.

Robyn Christie
Brian McConaghy
Peter Cunningham
P Member
Kate Bailey
Visitor
11 x Bush Club
Members (joint walk)

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.
Mention the Paddy Pallin ad in this newsletter and they will honor this offer!
2016 March SBW Newsletter
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13 Feb 2016

Heathcote to Bundeena

Royal NP

A warm day for this longish mainly ridge top walk that brought out many people to visit the Royal and take advantage of the some of the cooling swimming
holes including early starters at Karloo Pool, a jam packed Winnifred Falls and
Cabbage Tree Basin.
The group managed the conditions well although we were a little slow on some
of the short ascents but this was unavoidable as the mercury climbed throughout the day. Morning tea was had at the highpoint GR198257 that provides
great views south along the upper reaches of the Hacking River. A short coffee, ice cream, cold drink stop was had at Audley before heading to Winnifred
falls for lunch and a cooling swim.

Robert Carter
Wendy Drapac
Neil Cartwright
Martyne Preston
Cathy Hui
Jim Collier
P Members
Ashwin Clarke
Verica Sekulic

Our arrival in Bundeena provided the opportunity for some to catch the 4.00
pm ferry whilst the remainder of the group partook in cold refreshments at
a shady grassy spot amongst the picnickers and a cooling swim at Bundeena
Beach before heading home.
Another enjoyable day walk in the Royal with a great group of people. Congratulations to Verica who completed her second walk with the Club.
13 Feb 2016

Wild Dog Creeks and River Walk

Blue Mountains NP

A wonderful summer day in the Wild Dogs. Great party, gorgeous weather, a
mix of off- and on-track, flowing river and creeks, abundant wild life, relaxed
walking pace, a long lunch break and swim, and an unplanned and challenging
climb of Hobbles Spur at the end. We walked for just under 11 hours, yet the
group had enough energy left to have a communal dinner at the Ivanhoe Hotel
in Blackheath. Many thanks to Glenn Draper for co-leading the walk.

Bruno De Villenoisy
- Glenn Draper
Glenn Draper
Sally Reynolds
Sue Tiller
P Members
Alexa Bullen
Gourav Bhaduri
Caroline Houghton
Stef Jang
Cerine Kahajaroen
Jacquie Keatinge
David Sanns
Gouri Venigalla

13 Feb 2016

Waterfalls of Lawson

Blue Mountains NP

The waterfalls were flowing and the wildlife was out and about. We saw yabbies, lizards galore, birds and even a small snake. A cool drink in the Lawson
Hotel completed the walk.

Angela Barton
Mike Barton
Scott Lee
Lisa Ochs
P Members
Rachele Rugiero
Marc Dollow
Visitor
Helena Woo

13 - 14 Feb 2016

What a bunch of W’s

Blue Mountains NP

Richard Pattison

Mission accomplished, visiting 8 canyons beginning with the letter W in 2 day
trips of 10.5 & 7 hours. Less of a challenge than expected, but helped having
a small, fast & efficient party, leap-frogging through the abseils and downclimbing many drops. A good weekend. The next challenge - how many W’s
can we do in one day?

Melissa Thomas
Alan Osland
David Carmichael

13 - 14 Feb 2016

Yuri Bolotin

Dumbano Canyon

Blue Mountains NP

Calogero Panvino
Elicia O’Reilly
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13 - 14 Feb 2016

Reedy and Washed Away Creeks

Morton NP

Paul Barton

Hot weather and great company made for an enjoyable weekend camp trip.
Lots of rock hopping, scrambling, swimming, jump-ins and 2 abseils to get
around kept things interesting. Thanks to the participants for their sense of
adventure when making progress got challenging.

James Swinton
Carol Ryan
John Flint
Bill Raffle
Margaret Baz
Alex Allchin

13 - 14 Feb 2016

Vivien de Remy de
Courcelles

Erskine Creek overnighter

Blue Mountains NP

The junction of Erskine Creek and Lincoln Creek is a great place for an overnight walk on a weekend that has temperatures climbing above 30°C. About a
kilometre walk to access the campsite, pools of various depth around a shady
campsite, options for side trips. Whilst the co-leader had a nap in the shade of
a rock, I followed a decent track to Dadder Cave, opting for the creek on the
way back. Some more swimming before collecting water and having dinner.
Our way back was along a marked track in the shade of Monkey Ropes Creek,
a pleasant contrast to the exposed track from Pisgah Rock the day before although one member of the party prefered the former whilst another prefered
the later... only the leader liked both!

14 Feb 2016

Cowan NAV101

Cowan

The track work was a bit of a suprise but the replacement bus service worked
well and the party of six started to assemble at the appointed time at Cowan.
There was a late cancellation due to Valentine’s day and a no show due to a
date mix up. The day started off warm and just got hotter with the climb over
Porto Ridge requiring many cooling rest stops. The party arrived in Brooklyn
in good order with one sore knee and one very sore Achilles tendon. After a
beer and lots of ice water the air conditioned bus was taken back to Cowan.
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Emmanuelle Convert
Visitor
Justine de Remy de
Courcelles

Don Finch
Brian Tomney
P Members
Peter Kunda
Dave Harter
John Delandelles
Gourav Bhaduri
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14 Feb 2016

Serendipity canyon

Wollemi NP

The walk started at the Mt Wilson fire station with clear skies and a warm
day. We followed the walking track to the start of the canyon. The canyon has
six abseils, the first three are in the upper dry section, then we walked, rock
hoped, and scrambled down the middle section, then the last three abseils are
in the wet section of falls and pools. After reaching the Wollangambe we did
some "jumping into water pools" practice in one of the large pools here, which
is a lot of fun. Then followed the track back to the start. A very enjoyable day
with a great group.

Terry Moss
Helen Macdonald
Grace Love
Peter Love
Sheila Zaman
Jodie Dixon
Dirk Goes
Ryan Swaine
Scott Kirby
Neil Hickson
Lucy Keatinge
P Member
Alan Wigg

16 Feb 2016

Berowra to Mt Kuring-gai

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Robert Carter

Another spectacular summer day for a shortish mid-week walk around the
foreshore of Cowan Creek. Given the amount of recent rainfall across Sydney
the bush was once again pretty dry with very little visible run-off or drips from
overhangs.

Anna Wells
Anthea Michaelis
Don Andrews
Robert Sames

Plenty of Lace Monitors taking advantage of the reduced foot traffic during the
week however scurrying up the nearest tree once approached.

P Members

A short side-trip to visit White Man Cave provided the group with an opportunity to view ancient cave art.
19 Feb 2016

Hailstorm Retreat

Blue Mountains NP

Peter Kunda
Joy Gamutan
Yuri Bolotin
Daryl Watson
Visitor
Stephen Allen

20 Feb 2016

Colo River Lilo #1

Colo River

25 degree day with very high humidity made this a great day to get wet. River
height was 0.78 m at Upper Colo. This would have been perfect with another
0.1 m.
At the beginning of the walk, we saw a 2 m diamond python at the track junction where the Pass 6 and Crawford Pass tracks diverge. It had beautiful lime
green and yellow markings. Interestingly it was still there when we passed by
again at the end of the walk.

Paul Barton
Kerry Atkins
Richard Quinn
Margaret Baz
Damon Da Costa
Joan Chan

A very long, tiring day in the humidity but everyone enjoyed the relaxing liloing on the gently flowing Colo. The water temperature felt like about 24 degrees being just cooler than the air temperature.
Thanks everyone for a great day. Photos by Damon Da Costa
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20 Feb 2016

Mt Hay Canyon

Blue Mountains NP

On arrival there was a large tent erected in the middle of the car park at the
end of Mt Hay Road and all available car spaces were taken up by an Eagle
Rock Adventure company group. It took some shuffling to get our cars in.
People had put up heir tent in a very out of the way spot on Friday night only
to be overwhelmed by canyoners early Saturday morning.
As there were 10 people in the overall party, it was split into 2 groups with Rod
and Tom leading one group and Neil and Lucy leading the other.
Light rain had been forecast, we had lots of distant thunder ominously rumbling much further up the valley in the afternoon but the rain held off.
There were many positive comments about the awesome abseils at the main
drops, it’s a very impressive section of canyon.

Rod Wales
Neil Soutar
Lucy Keatinge
Alan Osland
Nicole Mealing
Jon Bell
Tom Brennan
Darryl Sullings
P Members
Caroline Houghton
Ian Houghton

The climb out (8 m grade 10) went smoothly, that short climb way above the
Grose creates intense concentration during the climb and elation as each person steps onto solid footing at the top. It’s a real buzz.
The whole trip went smoothly, 10 happy campers. We were back at the cars
by 4 pm, and 4 of the party were inspired to go off and do Empress canyon
(in 1 hour 10”) in the afternoon. Several others chose to seek out a refreshing
beverage (which occupied them for more than 1 hour 10”).
Photos Tom Brennan http://ozultimate.com/canyoning/reports/2016/20160220_
mt_hay-empress/photos.htm

Canyoning gear for sale
Former member Carol Lubber is selling some canyoning gear:
•

2 X Salewa Vert universal size helmets as new – worn only 1 day for an instructional – cost $71.95
each, sell for half price

•

1 x basic webbing harness – worn only 1 day for an instructional – cost $61.75 – sell for half price

•

1 x well used padded climbing harness small size – good condition – make an offer when you seeit.

•

Spring suit – well used – woman’s small size

•

2 x dry bags (one still in the packaging) suitable for day packs

•

1 x Tatonka tight bag small size for stuffing a sleeping bag in

•

a couple of overnight packs in reasonable condition – 1 x 60 litre and 1 x larger Lowy – suitable for
prospectives to use before committing themselves to an expensive new pack. Make an offer.

All items have been stored in wardrobes out of sunlight.
Please contact Carol if you’re interested: carollubbers@optusnet.com.au, 6 Arthur Street WOODFORD,
Telephone: 4758 8791
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Blue Mountains NP

Angela Barton

Plenty of rock hopping, rock sliding, swimming, cooling off our hot feet and
dipping hats in the water. We saw feral goats, kangaroos and a big brown
snake. We ended the walk at the Megalong Cafe with cool drinks under the
trees.

Chris Dowling
Michelle Rose
Petros Nickoudis
Mike Barton

20 Feb 2016

Megalong Valley

P Members
Kieran Young
Stephen Dolman
Garigal NP

Genevieve Savill

Eight of us set off from Deep Creek Reserve to explore some sections of Garigal National Park that were largely unknown to the leader. We followed the
creek for a little while before venturing off-track with Narrabeen trig in our
sights. After enjoying a short break and the lovely views from the trig, we
continued along a combination of firetrails, single track and more off-track to
Mona Vale Road where we ate lunch at an aboriginal site before looping back
to Deep Creek. An enjoyable day out. Congratulations to Fausto and Gayle for
completing their first walk with the Club.

Angela Beveridge
Peter Cunningham
Andrew Price
Miu Pang (Penny)
Kin Lee

20 - 21 Feb 2016

Tim Sutherland

20 Feb 2016

Garigal Explorer

Breakfast Creek Camping

Blue Mountains NP

Gayle Li
Fausto Pastro

Apart from a brief visit to Ironmonger Gully, the walk was uneventful. We
camped on la rive gauche of Breakfast Creek, about 5 minutes walk from the
Cox. A very pleasant, elevated and leech free site under an angophora tree.
Breakfast Creek was very dry.

James Blair

21 Feb 2016

Rod Wales

Hat Hill Canyon

Blue Mountains NP

Sixteen people were on the list for the trip, ten participated. The other six did
all notify by SMS that they wouldn't be coming before the start time.
The forecast light showers may have put some off, but they didn't eventuate.
We split the party, Rod and Tom leading one group and Lucy and Neil leading
the other.
Hat Hill was a great trip. It starts on the edge of suburban Blackheath. It is still
a very beautiful trip, but the wear marks on the plentiful moss on the rocks are
showing signs of much more traffic than a couple of years ago - it is obviously
becoming much more popular. We encountered 3 other groups.
Very pleasant trip, completed in 6 hours. Photos: Tom Brennana http://ozultimate.
com/canyoning/reports/2016/20160221_hat_hill/photos.htm
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P Members

P Members
Alexa Bullen
Kelvin Russell
Rodd Hamilton
Gourav Bhaduri
Ralph Meyers

Neil Soutar
Lucy Keatinge
Alan Osland
Nicole Mealing
Jon Bell
Tom Brennan
Brenda McLennan
P Members
Tania Parker
Simon Parker
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23 - 5 Mar 2016

Thredbo to Tharwa

Kosciuszko NP, Namadgi NP

David Bell

Walk was completed in 12 days staying at huts or bush camping. Generally dry
weather except for one night of storms in Namadgi. Lots of wildlife and excellent scenery. A fuller report is being prepared for the Magazine.

Mark Dabbs
Lisa McCarthy

25 - 2 Mar 2016

Don Finch

Coolana

Bundanoon

Thursday 25th started hot and got hotter over 40 degrees at 1 pm right
through to 5 pm. A start was made in the morning on clearing tracks but the
afternoon was spent in the shade sipping cool drinks. Friday was spent clearing the track from the overflow car park under the transmission line to the car
park. Saturday work was interrupted by rain but it eased enough for work on
tracks to continue in the afternoon. All tracks are now cleared the camping
flat weeds have been mowed. Some work was done on the shelter shed floor
and some weeds were mowed on the eastern flat. Some fallen timber was cut
up and stackened and a modest supply put near the fire place on the camping flat. The toilet was swept clean of rodent droppings and the water supply
checked. On Monday the access road was cleared of stick hazards and the
water diversion hump outflows cleared. Some gravel was used to repair damage on some humps. A photo of a wild dog was obtained using a movement
activated camera and reported to NPWS. Coolana is ready for the reunion.

Rosie Kerrigan
Phil Butt
Rick Angel
Barry Wallace
Glenn Draper
Bill Holland
Fran Holland

27 Feb 2016

Blue Mountains NP

Neil Soutar

Despite thick mists and 16°C, the group of 4 set off for one of the coldest
canyons known to man (or woman). It was a fairly long walk in with a little bit
of interesting scramble out of Du Faurs creek. I remember there being a good
fixed rope to help get down the slippery log into the canyon, but now there
is just a bit of scanky 4mm cord. It wasn’t needed anyway. Bells Creek was
beautiful as always, and oddly the water was almost warm. The party exited
up Joe’s canyon.

Karen Darby

27 Feb 2016 Hippocrene & Vera Falls & Roberts Pass

Blue Mountains NP

Chris Dowling

Enjoyable walk after a later than planned start due to the leader having to
take a long detour because of a head-on accident that blocked the highway
west of Yetholme.

Tim Sutherland
Wendy Drapac
Angela Barton
Michael Barton

Bells Creek (lower section)

Good amicable group. The showers in the weather forecast did not eventuate
so the tracks were not very slippery and there were few leeches. Walk concluded with milkshakes at the usual patisserie at Wentworth Falls.

Visitor
Paul Kerrigan

P Members
Linda Eggington
Barbara Makepeace

P Member
Denise Woodcock

Have you seen the latest Colong
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au
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The latest edition of the
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for
downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/bushwalkerarchives/
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27 Feb 2016

Starkey Trig Revisited

Dharug NP

Robert Carter

A warm day to be venturing out for a mainly off-track walk along ridgelines
across the Flat Rocks area. A smaller than usual group however this was to be
expected due to the nature of this walk and some of the challenges envisaged
(and realised).

John Kennett
Geoff Goodyer

The goal of the walk was twofold in attempting to locate a number of Aboriginal engraving sites that had avoided us on previous trips and to find an alternative descent route from the ridge line running northerly from Starkey Trig
to Mill Creek access road.

Alexa Bullen
Mark Wigley

P Members

Good news is that we located art groups 5 &19 however the main targets sites
1 & 3 eluded us once again so looks like another trip on the not too distant
future!
Not so good news is that an "easy" descent route once again eluded us although the leader had promised (can’t always believe those leaders!) that
that the intended route looked pretty straight forward – which it was until we
reached what appeared to be an impenetrable cliff line. Some great route finding by Geoff and Mark identified a not so obvious slot with a couple of slides
and leaps of faith that eventually led us steeply back to the roadway safe and
sound. I think that it is pretty safe to say that there is no straight forward way
off this ridgeline without a fair bit of exposure and some managed risk.
All up a good day out capped off with a couple of beers at the Wisemans Inn
Hotel for some much needed fluid replacement!

28 Feb 2016

Colo lilo #2

Wollemi NP

Great group of walkers who handled the scrambling down Pass 6 easily. Perfect weather to get wet in the Colo. Air temperature got to about 29 degrees at
Richmond. River height was 0.73m at Upper Colo (about 0.9 seems to be the
optimum for a lilo trip) and water temperature was perfect. It felt like about
22 degrees. No need for a wetsuit in conditions like these. A lot more pools on
this section than last weeks walk. Everyone seemed to enjoy lazing on their
lilos while paddling and floating gently down stream with regular rock hopping
over the small rapids adding interest and variety. We spent an hour and a half
swimming in a pool near pass 7 while we waited for the weather to cool down.
Left the river at 5:10 pm, ascended pass 7 and back to cars by 7:45 pm. Another fantastic and full day out in the Colo Wilderness.
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Paul Barton
Bill Raffle
Frances Botrell
Margaret Baz
Jose Correa
Damon DeCosta
P Member
Sue Hailstone
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